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Abstract

Data horn the fist three years of -g at LEP, corresponding to
about 18 @-l of integrated luminosity used per e~erirnent, have led
to precise measurements involving the tau lepton. Production and de
cay parameters of the tau, inclutig the Z partial decay width to taus,
the forward ~ackward as~etry, tau polarization, branshing ratios and
Metime are reported.
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1 Introduction

The purpose of this lecture is to review the main resdts on the tau lepton from

LEP, the Large Electron-Positron accderator near Geneva, Switmrland. The

four large experiments on the LEP ring (ALEPH, DELPHI, L3 and O~AL) have
recorded data for the three years 1989-1991; and the 1992 run is we~ underway.

AU the data have been taken at centero~mass energies within *3 GeV of the Z

mass. The high center of mass energy presents opportunities for tau physics not

found at lower energies. At the Z resonance both the neutrrd current character

(coupfings to the Z) and the charged current character (decay?) of the tau may

be measured. This paper is organized such that the measurements concerning

production (tau fineshape, forward-backwmd asymmetry, Wd polarization)

come firzt, in z~tionz 3, 4, and 5. Sections 6, 7, and 8, are on tau decays

(topological and exclusive branching ratios, and tau Efetime).
The data for this review have been gathered from the LEP experiments in

the last days preceding this Summer Institute. Some of the rezdtz are from

pubhzhed data for the 1989 and 1990 running of LEP. Other rezdts, on the

same topic, may be from prefimin~y 1991 data O~Y. The nature of the res~t

(prefirninary or find) wiU be indicated on the figures, which dso give the LEP

averages. There are no resdts from the present (1992) LEP run and in many

cases the 1989 data have been dropped. AU the averages were crdcdated by

the lecturer and d contain prefirninary resdts. Some interesting analyses were

completed in the weeks between the SLAC Summer Institute and the date of

this report. I have included here the later resdts. The experiments each use
about 1 ~-1 of integrated luminosity from running in 1989; about 7 M-l from

1990, and about 11 N-l from 1991.

2 Tau selection at the Z resonance

Taus produced through e+ e- annihilation at the Z resonance are very energetic

and coWnear. Each tau carries nearly the beam energy and the an~e between

the two find state charged particles when both taus decays give one charged

partic~e is typic~y about 175 degrees. There is always at le=t one neutrino
in e~ he~sphere of a Z ~ ~+r- event so there is ~ways fizsing energy. AU

of these properties are exploited by the experiments to select Z ~ T+T- events

and reject background. Radiation, either from the initial-state beam particles

or from the taus, can lower the tau energy and change the an~e between the

decay products. All four of the LEP experiments use the KORALZ Monte

Carlo event generator [1] to simdate the kinematics of e+ e- ~ Z ~ 7+7-.
A fdl simdation of the detectors approximates the response of the apparatus
to the tau decay products. Overd selection efficiencies (defined as the total

number of taus, used in the anrdysis divided by the total number produced)

WY from about 7070 for the Kneshape analysis, to 50% for some channels in
polarization measurements, and lower for some br~c~ng ratio ~~yzes.

+ - at LEp, ~d the characteristics which diS-The backgrounds to Z + T T

tin~sh them from Z - 7+7- are:

● Z + qq. Hdrotic Z decays generdy have much higher mdtipficity th~
tau events. The mean charged mdtipficity in hadronic Z decays at LEP

is about 21 [2]. Most tau events have two or four charged particles.

HadronicZ decays are dso much more sphericrdthan tau events. Thus

if a Z - q~ event resdts in just a few charged particles detected those

particles wiH probably not be as bigMy coUmated as the particles from
a Z ~ r+r- event. Bdground in tau samples from hadronic Z decays

varies depending on the analysis but is usudy less than 1Yo of the tau

sample, and in some cases a smder fraction.

● e+e- + e+e- ~~. The tw~photon processes are characterized by low

mdtipficity, low energy, and balanced momentum perpendictiar to the

beam direction. AdditionMy, the center-of-mass system of the particles

which are detected (i.e., not the originrd dectron and positron, which

USUWY escape down the beam pipe) is often boosted along the beam

direction. Background from tw~photon processes in tau samples is very

low at LEP, typic~y a few picobarn. For comparison, the tau production

cross section at the Z peak is about a nanobarn.

. z + e+ e- ~d Z ~ p+p-. Z decays to electronz and muons are gener-

dy the main background in tau event samples at LEP. These events

usu~y result in two high energy back-tmback particles both of which

are identified M dectrons or muons. The e* or pi may sometimes be

misidentified as a pion, particdarly if it is we~ below beam energy or has

gone into an insensitive area in the detector or into a region of overlap be-

tween the barrel and endcap part of the detector. The sum backgrounds

from Z decays to electrons or muons is typicdy 1-2%of the tau s~ple.

3 Z lineshape from tau decays

The most simple measurement with taus at LEP is the Eneshape, i.e., the tau

production cross section as a function of center-f-mass energy. In general the

tau fineshape is not pubhshed separately from those of the hadrons and other

leptons. The main parameter to resdt from the measurement is the Z partird

decay width to taus rz+.+,-, although the t aus do contribute to knowledge of

the Z mass and width. The dominant term in the cross section for production
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of tau leptons at the Z resonance may be writtenl

127s rz4e+e-rz+,+.-
u(e+e- ~ Z+ T+ T-) = —

M; (s – M~)2 + s~r~/M~
(1)

where a is the square of the center of mass energy, rz is the Z fd width, and
Mz is the Z mass. If the four LEP experiments were to pubhsh resdts on
the tau fineshape done (for data through 1991) the combined statistical errors
on the Z mass and width would be about 15 MeV and 28 MeV, respectively.
Figure 1 shows a preliminary tau fineshape from L3. Figure 2 shows the present
LEP resdts for rz+,+r-. The average horn the four LEP experiments [4] is

rz+r+r-(LEP) = 83.88+ 0.67 MeV. (2)

The resdt is sti~ statisticdy limited.

The Z partial decay width to taus provides some information on both the

vector and tid vector coupfing constants of the tau to the Z. rz+r+r- may

be written [5]

rz+r+.-= GFM~
~ . (9;* +91.)(1+ ::). (3)

Since the vector couphng is much sm~er than the axial vector coupfing,

rz+,+.- essentidy determines gA.. Information on gv. wi~ come horn the

forward-backward asymmetry and the tau polarization.

4 Tau forward-backward asymmetry

The forward-backward asymmetry is defined as

(4)

where ~F and aB are the cross sections for production of taus in the forward
and backward directions, respectively. A T+ (T-) has gone forward if the angle
between the T+ (~-) and the direction of the beam positron (electron) is less

th~ ~. In principle the A$B measurement consists simply of counting the
7* in the forward and backward hemispheres. The Mymmetry is a function
of center-f-mass energy. At each energy the differential cross section for T+
production may be written [6]

du
— = ~(1 + cos2@+ :A~E(fi)cosO).
dcose

(5)

1Here we ne~ect photon exchange,photon-Z interference, and initialstate rtilation. For
the completetreatment of calculations used by the experiments see [3]and referencestherein.
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Figure 1: Tau Iineshape from prelimina~ results from L3 fa 1990 (open points)

and 1991 (soiid points).
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[ ALEPH i 0.0269 * 0.00821

t DELPHI I 0.033 ● 0.010
K

1

LEP results on r,,

4 –o– LEP avenge

80.0 82.0 84.0 86.0

r,, [MeVl

ALEPH 84.09 + 1.10

DELPHI 83.43 + 1.36

L3 85.3 + 1.5

OPAL 82.6 + 1.5

‘ LEP 83.88 + 0.67 [MeVl

(X2=1.8)

Figure 2: LEP results on Z partial decay width to taus.

-
LEP 0.0249 t 0.0048

Table 1: Measurements of the tau forward backward asymmetry at LEP [4].

The experiments fit the angdar dependence of the tau cross section at each

center-of-maas energy to determine A~~ (~. Pigure 3 shows the forward-
backward asymmetry as a function of @ as measured by L3. Having deter-
mined A~B (~, another fit is made using a formtiation which takes the energy

dependence of the asymmetry into account [3] to determine the tau couphngs

to the Z. The data on A~B are usu~y fit eimdtaneously with the forward-

backward ~ymrnetries for electrons and muons. Additiondy the fineshape

data for hadrons and leptons either constrain the A~~ fitor are fitat the same
time.

At tree level A~~ is a simple function of the vector and tid vector cou-

phngs of the electron and tau to the Z [7]:

(6)

where

~ = 2gvegA=/(g;e + gje) and A* = 2gvrgAr/(g~7 + g~r). (7)

The tau forward backward asymmetry is sensitive to the ratios 9vr/9A7 and
9v,/9Ae. The combinations of coupfings, A, and A_, wi~ be seen again in

the tau polarization measurement. The LEP [4] measurements on A~~ are
summarized in table 4.

5 Tau polmization

The tau polarization, fike the partial width and the forward-backward aaym-

metry, provides information on the tau coupfings to the Z. In addition, the

polar an~e dependence of the tau polarization yields a measure of the electron

couphngs to the Z.

At LEP the beams are unpolarized and the tau polarization is defined as

the fractional difference in production of right- and left-handed taus:

UR — Uz
P, = —. (8)

OR + UZ
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Figure 3: Tau forward-backward asymmetry as ● function of center-of-mass energy

measured by L3. The result is preliminary. The plot shows 1990 (open points) ●nd
1991 (solid points).

The r+ and r- horn Z decays have opposite heficity and Pr E P.- = –Pr+.
The energies of the tau decay products reflect the hehcity of the tau. For
example, in the decay r- + n-v, pions from the decay of positive heficity 7-

tend to be higher in energy in the lab than pions from negative hefidty T-.

This dissimilarity in energy distribution for the decay products from positive

and tiegative heficity taus may be exploited to deduce the fraction of each

in the data. For some tau decay modes other tinematic quantities are more

sensitive to the polarization than just the energy of decay products [8]. For

the decay T + pv, for example, the difference in energy between the charged
and neutral pions from rho decay carries information on the tau heficity.

One imphcit assumption in these measurements is the pure V – A structure

of the we~ charged current which governs tau decay. This assumption enters
in the use of the KORALZ Monte Carlo to simdate tau decays. A discrep-
ancy between the polarization me~ured using two different decay modes might
indicate that the pure V —A assumption was not a good one.

The LEP experiments have so far concentrated mostlyz on four decay modes
for the polarization analysis: ev~, pv~, TV, and pv. The experiments do not
distinguish pions from kns for these analyses, so the pion mode dso includes
the decays 7 ~ Kv.

For the leptonic modes ev~ and pv~ the electron or muon energy, scaled
by the beam energy, z, is the quantity which exhibits sensitivity to the polar-
ization. For ev~ and pv~ the scaled energy spectrum is a cubic in z

1 ~~eti(--) = 1

Nefi(--) dz
;[5 - 9z2 + 423 + P.(1 - 9z2 + 8Z3)] (9)

where ~eti(~u) is the number Of tau to electron (muon) decays detected.
P. = – 1 gives the spectrum for left-handed taus, while Pr = +1 is for right-
handed taus. The presence of two neutrinos in the leptonic decays reduces the
sensitivity of these decay modes to the polarization.

The scaled energy spectrum is dso used in the pion decay mode. It is finear

in z
1 dN.v J

\ —— = 1 +P,(2Z – 1).
Nmv dz

(lo)

The pion decay mode is much more sensitive than the lepton modes. The
heficity of the tau in ~ ~ TV strongly constrains the neutrino direction in the
tau rest frame, and thus the pion energy in the lab frame.

The rho decay mode is more complicated than the lepton or pion modes.
The rho itself has unit spin and decays to r~”. The spin state of the rho must
be unfolded before the hehcity of the tau can be deduced. As mentioned above,

2ALEPH h& dso andysd the mode r + al v, but tith ‘present techniquesitis far less
sensitive thti the other modes.
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the mr” energy difference

**=lE.*-E#l
P

Eb=-
(11)

may be used to differentiate positive and negative hehcity taus. In the more

complete formation [8], the decay an~es in the tau decay to pv ‘and the rho

decay to Xr” are reconstructed from the measured charged pion and neutral

pion. The an~es are

and

! mp E=* - E@
Cos@ = . (13)

~m~ - 4m~ Pp ‘
.,

where Ep = E~* + E+ and mp = m~~+. The sensitivity to the polarization

is shghtly enhanced by using the two decay an~es instead of just the energy

difference.

The experiments use fun simdation Monte Carlo to generate the detected

energy distribution for positive heficity taus and negative heficity taus sep-

arately. The average tau polarization can be measured by fitting a finear

combination oft hese histograms to the energy distribution from the data. The

relative amount of positive and negative heEcity taus from the Monte Carlo is

the quantity varied in the fit, this being essentially the tau polarization. Al-

ternately, the data distributions can be unfolded for detector and acceptance

and QED effects; then the theoretical z distribution can be fit to the corrected

data.

The tau polarization measurement places tough demands on the detectors,

particdarly in the pu mode where photon/r” reconstruction is crucial. In fact,

in pu the main systematic uncertainty comes from knowledge of photon and To
reconstruction efficiencies. In the lepton and pion decay modes it is clear that
any uncertainty in overall energy scale wiU induce a false polarization. Similarly
an uncertainty in selection efficiency as a function of z wifl systematic~y tiect

the ~xtracted polarisation. The energy measurements are the main sources of

systematic uncertainty in the lepton and pion decay modes. Background in

the TV mode, pnncipdly from tau decays with a pion and one or more r“’s,

dso contributes to the systematic uncertainty.

For the ev~, pv~, and TV channels the experiments have sources of kine-

maticdy identifiable electrons, muons, and pions in the data with which to

check sources of systematic error. clean samples of electrons and muons come

from Z decays. The kinematics of the event, together with the identification of

a lepton in one hemisphere, can be used as a tag for high energy leptons. Lep-
tons at lower energies are available from twmphoton interactions, which can

Table 2: Total systematic errors quoted by the LEP experiments on tau polar-

ization measurements in the four main decay modes. The years in which the

data were co~ected, and whether the resdt iz pr&minary or find, are indicated

in the first column.

be selected either by the kinematics and identities of the tracks in the central

detector or by presence of energy in the low-an~e electromagnetic cdonmeter.

Converted photons can rdso be used as a clean source of dectrons. Tracks in

three-prong tau decays are a source of hadrons for testing particle identifica-

tion. Also the sin~e track accompanied by a clear fi” is almost always a pion

if the track and r“ invariant mass is consistent with the rho. AU these sources,

along with test beam data, have been used by the experiments to measure

systematic uncertainties. There is no clean source of finematic~y identifiable

r“s in the LEP data. The experiments must rely upon Monte Carlo simtiation

and comparisons with data to eduate the systematic effects from Z“ recon-

struction. Table 2 fists the systematic uncertainties quoted by the experiments

in the four main decay modes.

Figures 4 through 7 show the LEP r~dts for each channel. The uncertain-

ties quoted on the figures are the total uncertainties including statistics and

systematic. The dues from the four channels are consistent with each other.

The LEP [9] averages are

Pr(LEP from r + evfi) = –0.087 + 0.066, (14)

P7(LEP from 74 pvfi) = –0.128 * 0.057, (15)

P7(LEP from 7 ~ TV) = –0.153 + 0.030, (16)

P,(LEP from r + pv) = –0.147 A 0.030. (17)

The experiments dso each quote an over~ tau polarization, which is either

an average of the polarization dues from the individurd channels or, in the case

of ALEPH, t he resdt of a fit to the angdar dependence of the tau poltization

(see below). The LEP average is

P,(LEP) = –0.137 + 0.019. (18)

Figure 8 summarizes the results on overrdl average tau polarisation.
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P, using r + evv

–o– ALEPH 90+91 &ti prelim.
—o— DELPHI 89+90 &m find

—o— L3 90+91 &h prelim.
—o— OPAL 90+91(pWial)prelim.

-o- LEP average

L I 1 1 t

-0.50 -0.25 0.00 0.25 0.50

PT

ALEPH –0.161 AO.1O3
DELPHI -0.12 + 0.23
L3 -0.078 + 0.137

OPAL +0.03 * 0.13

LEP -0.087 + 0.066
(X2=1.4)

I
Figure 4: Tau polarization measurements from the LEP ●xperiments in the decay
mode T + ev~.

PT using r + pvv

-o- ALEPH 90+91 &U prelim.
—— DELPHI 89+90 &m find
—0: L3 90+91tim prelim.
—o— OPAL 90t91 (pfial) prelim.

-o- LEP average

I 1 1 I I

-0.50 -0.25 0.00 0.25 0.50

PT

ALEPH -0.153 * 0.075
DELPHI -0.05 * 0.19
L3 –0.108 + 0.131
OPAL -0.10 io.15 ‘

LEP \ -0.128 i 0.057
t (X2 = 0.3)

Figure 5: Tau polarization measurements from the LEP experiments in the decay
mode T + pvD.
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5.1 Polm angledependenceof tau polmbation

p, using e, p,n,p channels

o ALEPH 90+91 titi prelim.
-o- DELPHI 89t90 tib find

.0. L3 90t91 &~ p~lim.
-o- OPAL 90+91&h prelim.

o

I I 1 I J

-0.50 -0.25 0.00 0.25 0.50

PT

LEP average

ALEPH
DELPHI
L3
OPAL

LEP

-0.134 + 0.026
-0.24 + 0.07
-0.138 + 0.036
-0.07 + 0.06

-0.137 * 0.019
(X2 = 3.4)

Figure 8: Overall tau polarization results from LEP.

The tau polarization is a strong function of the polar an~e, going from zero
in the backward direction to about twice the average polarization in the far
forward direction (‘backward” and “forward” here have the same meaning

as for A~~ ). An approximate analytic formtia for the dependence of tau
polarization on polar an~e is given in [7]:

where & and ~ are as defined in section 4. It is clear that the difference in

polarization between the forward and backward hemispheres (i.e., the forward-

backward tau polarization asymmetry, or P~B ) yields a measure of the electron
coupfings. from equation 19 we see that PrFB= – ~~ and the average polar-
ization is – ~.

OPAL has measured the polarization in the forward and in the backward
hemispheres using the four main channels. Their res~ts @ves &( OpAL) =
0.23+ 0.09. ALEPHhas measured the tau polarization in nine bins in polar angle
and fit to those data using equation 19. The data are shown in figure 9. The
resdt for the electron coupfings is &( ALEPH) = 0.120 ~ 0.031. Both results
are prehminary and use the 1990 data and at least part of the 1991 data. The
LEP resdt is the average of these two:

&(LEP) = 0.132 + 0.029. (20)

The polar angle dependence of the tau polarization provides the most accurate
single measurement from LEP of the electron vector couphng to the Z.

The LEP tau polarization measurements done provide a test of of electron-
tau universditv:

&(LEP)

&(LEP)
= 0.90+ 0.22. (21)

confirming electron-tau universality at about the 2570 level. ‘

Assuming electron-tau universrdity one can determine the effective weak

miting angle sinz,~~f from these tau polarization measurem~nts. Averaging

the LEP measurements of & and & one finds

I &-r(LEP) = 0.135 + 0.016. (22)

These coupfings are related approximately to sin20~f [7] through the equation

Thus the LEP tau polarization measurements done give a 1YOmeasurement of
sin20~’:

sin20~’(LEP tau pol.) = 0.2331 ~ 0.0020. (24)
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5.2 Vector and mid-vector coupfings
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Figure 9: Tau polarization as a function of polar angle. Preliminaryresult from
AUW 1990 and 1991 data.

Combining the resdts on rz+~+~-, the tau forward backward asymmetry and

the tau polarization measurements, dues for gvr and gA7 can be extracted

using the simple formdas in the text. The electron coupfings appear in A~B.
For the fo~owing resdts information on electron couphngs comes ody from the

~d~ dependence of the tau polarization, and is used as a constraint in the
fit for gv. and gAr. The ordy exphcit use of information not from tau events

is that for the Z mass [10], MZ = 91.187 GeV. Implicitly, of course, the Z fd

width and partial width to dectrons dso enter because the tau fineshape was

fit along with the hadrons and other leptons [10]. The resdts from the LEP

averages are:

gvr = –0.0378 * 0.0044, (25)

gA7 = ‘0.501 ● 0.0020. (26)

6 Topological branching ratios

Charge conservation requires that the tau decay into an odd number of charged

particles. The branching ratios Bri, Brs,~d Brsinto1,3,~d 5>ch~ged
particles (along with any number of neutrals) are cded the topologicsd branch-

ing ratios. They are rdso called the ‘l-prong” (about 85~o), ‘3-prongn (about

15%), and ‘5-prong” (about 0.1%) branching ratios. The “7-pron6” br~c~ng

ratio is suppressed [11] by an order of magnitude with respect to the ‘5-prongn

and the LEP experiments shodd have ordy a few such decays each at this point.

For these analyses the “7-prong” branching ratio is ignored.

If an experiment can determine the topological branching ratios in an un-

constrained way then a check that their sum is consistent with one is a check

that no decay mode has gone undetected.

Interest in the topological branching ratios may sdso arise when one com-

pares the l-prong resdt with the sum of the exclusive branching ratios to one

charged track. While in principle these two measures shodd give the same

resdt, historic~y there has been a discrepancy [11]. ALEPH has recently done

a comprehensive study of branching ratios and their resdt is sensitive to new

decays involving photons; such decays are a possible source of the l-prong

problem (see the fo~owing section).

Tracking efficiencies and systematic are the main area of work in this

measurement. Particle identification is generdy used ordy to reject e* pairs

from photon conversions. The method most often used is to study the topology

of whole events (rather than just one hemisphere). The detected event may
have any topology i – j where i, j = 1,2,3,4,5. Presumably the true event

topology, k – 1 was one dewed from two tau decays, i.e. 1 – 1, 1 –3, 1 – 5, 3 – 3,
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etc. The detected topology can differ horn the original topology for any number
of reasons, including tracking inefficiencies, problems with the detector, neut rd
kaon decay, and charge exchange interactions in the detector. The experiments
determine from Monte Carlo the tigration matrix which gives the probability
that a detected topology i – j came from true topology k–1. This matrix is then

used with the array of detected topologies from the data in a fit to determine

the topological branching ratios. The details of how the fit is accomphshed are

important, particdarly the normdzation of the tot rd number of tau events,

when interpreting the resdts. ALEPH and DELPHI use an absolute normfization
of the tau sample (based either on the number of hadronic events or on the
integrated luminosity) and fit for BT1, Br3, and Brb. With this method the

resdting fi{ted branching ratios are moderately correlated and their sum may

or may not be consistent with 10070. L3 and OPAL work under the assumption

that Brl + BT3 + BT6 = 1. Sensitivity to undetected decay modes is lost with
this method but it is independent of the overd tau sample normfization. In

this way smaller systematic errors on the branching ratios are obtained. The

method of L3 and OPAL dso results in highly correlated vrdues of BTI and Br3;
Br5 is sti~ only moderately correlated to the other branching ratios.

The LEP [12] results on BT1 and Br3 are shown in figures 10 and 11. The
averages are

Brl(LEP) = (84.69+ 0.28)% (27)

Br,(LEP) = (14.91 + 0.22)% (28)

The unconstrained results on BTS reported by ALEPH and DELPHI are BT5 =

(0.10 + 0.05)% and BT, = (0.31+ 0.13)%, respectively. ALEPHdSO puts a limit
on undetected decay modes since the sum of the topological branching modes is
consist ent with 100~0 for their analysis. Such a decay could be ~ ~ eN where
N is a very heavy neutrino-like object and the electron goes unseen because it
is has very low energy. The limit is

BTUNDETECTED< 2.1% at 95% C.L. (29)

L3 reports the limit Brs < 0.34% at 95% C.L. The OPALmeasurement is
BTS = (0.26 + 0.08)%. Averaging the ALEPH,DELPH!, and OPALmeasurements
on BTb gives

B.,(LEP) = (0.16+ 0.04)%. (30)

7 Exclusive branching ratios

The main exclusive branching ratios measured by the experiments at LEP are
those used for tau polarization: evti, pv~, nv (including Kv), ad pv. These

LEP results on Br( T + 1-prong )

—o— ALEPH 89+90dab find
—o— DELP~ 91 dam prelti.

—o— L3 89+90 dam find

–o– OPAL 90+91da~ final

-o- LEP average

I I I I I

83.0 85.0 87.0

BT(T + l-prong ) Z

ALEPH 85.45 +
DELPHI 84.08 i
L3 85.60 +
OPAL 84.48 f

LEP I 84.69 i
I (Xz = 3.5 )

0.97
0.74
0.67
0.36

b.28 Z

Figure 10: Topological tau branching ratio to one charged particle ( “l-prong”)
from LEP. ,
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LEP results on Br( T + 3-prong )

—+ fiWH 89+90damfind
— DELP~ 91 dati prelti.

—2 L3 89+90&h find

–o– OPM 90+91 dam find
f

4 -o- LEP average

L 1 1 I I

13.0 15.0 17.0

Br( T ~ 3-prong ) Z

ALEPH

DELPHI

L3

OPAL

~ LEP

14.35 + 0.48

15.00 * 0.43
14.40 + 0.67
15.26 + 0.34

14.91 * 0.22 z
(X2= 3*O)

Figure 11: Topological tau branching ratio to three charged particles (“3-prong”)

from LEP.

decay modes Fepresent dmoat three-fourths of d tau decays. The remain-

ing decay modes have three or five charged particles (and possibly neutral

hadrons) or have more than one neutrsd hadron accompanying a sin~e charged

hadron.

Particle identification is obviously very import+t for the exclusive branch-

ing ratio measurements. In order to reduce cross mode background tighter

restrictions are made on the events than are neeeasary for the cross section

measurement, for example.

The main systematic uncertainty in the ev~ decay mode comes from e+e-

background from Bhabha scattering and Z decays. Particle identification ia

the main source of systematic uncertainty in the pv~ mode. Photon md To

reconstruction are the main problems in the modes with charged hadrons.

Flgnrea 12 and 13 show the readts from the LEP experiments for the four

main modes. The me~urements from the different experiments are consistent

with each other. The LEP [13] averages are:

Br,~(LEP) = (17.89 * 0.29)% (31)

BrW-(LEP) = (17.46 ~ 0.26)% (32)

BrzW(LEP) = (12.18 ~ 0.40)% (33)

Brp(ZEP) = (23.70+ 0.74)%. (34)

The average leptonic branching ratios is interesting because it can be used

with the tau hfetime and parameters from the muon in a teat of tau-muon

univers~ty (see below). The average leptonic branching ratio from LEP, cor-

recting the muon channel (by 1/0.973) for mass effects [17], is

B~Ewomc(ZEP) = (17.92* 0.20)%. (35)

ALEPH has sdso measured the quasi-exclusive branching modes wherein d
tau decays are classified into one of eight categories depending on charged

particle type and number of To’s and photons. The ALEPH ansdysis then goes

one step further by classifying the events into exclusive modes baaed on the

charged particle type and a specific number of fro’s ordy (not photons). By

comparing the quasi-exclusive and exclusive resdts’ALEPH sets abmiton new

decay modes with neutral dectromagnetic energy from other than To’s (for

example from q’s) of <3.470 at 95% C.L.

8 Tau lifetime

At LEP energies tau leptons have an average fight path of about 2 mm be-

fore they decay. This fact and the precision of the sihcon strip micr~vertex



LEP exclusive branching ratios

Br( T ~ evv)

ALEPH 17.85 + 0.39 89+90+91 data prelim.

, DELPHI 18.60 + 1.00 90 doto final

L3 17.70 + 0.92 90 data final

OPAL 17.80 + 0.57 90+91 (portiol) prelim.

LEP 17.89 + 0,29 %

(#= 0.6)

Br( T ~ PVV)

ALEPH 17.54 * 0.32 89+90+91 doto prelim.

DELPHI 17.40 * 0.92 90 dots final

L3 17.50 + 0.94 90 doto finol

OPAL 17.20 i 0.57 90+91 (portiol) prelim.

LEP 17.46 * 0.26 Z

(/= 0.28)

Figure 12: Exclusive branching results from LEP on T + ev~ and PUD.

LEP exclusive branching ratios

Br( T ~ nv)

ALEPH 12.55 + 0.55 89+90 doto finol

DELPHI 11.90 + 0.99 90 doto finol

OPAL 11.70 * 0.71 90+91 (portiol) prelim.

LEP 12.18 + 0,40 %

(/= 1.0)

Br(T~pv)

ALEPH 24.56 * 1.09 89+90 doto finol

DELPHI 22.40 + 1.53 90 doto final

OPAL 23.40 + 1.35 90 doto prelim.

LEP 23.70 k 0.74 % ‘

(f= 1,4) J

Figure 13: Exclusive branching results from LEP on T + mv and pv.

1
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detectors employed by some of the experiments dews very precise tau fifetime

measurements at LEP.

Two meaznrables are used in the Efetime analysis. The first, the impact

parameter is used with l-prong tau decays. The impact parameter is the

distance of closest approach of a track to the beam axis measured in the plane

perpen&cdar to the beam axis. The impact parameter is given a sign according

to the track’s angdar momentum about the beam axis. The second measurable

is the decay distance measured from the Z production point to the tau decay

vertex as reconstructed from 3-prong tau decays.

For the standard impact parameter analysis a Enear relationship between

mean impact parameter and tau hfetime is developed using fd simdation

Monte Carlo. The analysis is carried out on individud l.prong tau decays

not on whole e~ents. TypicMy the same Monte Carlo events are used several

times with different weights to simdate different fifetimes and average impact

parameters. Tke mean impact parameter in data is then measured; the as-

sumption being that the same relationship between mean impact parameter

and fifetime exists in data and Monte Carlo. There are several ways to de-

fine the mean impact parameter. The LEP experiments use a trimmed mean

wherein the high and low tails of the distribution have been excluded from the

crdcdation. The trimmed mean ehminates systematic effects from events with

very large impact parameters which are difficdt to model we~ in the Monte

Carlo. AU the collaborations have reported measurements using the standard

impact parameter analysis.

The decay distance method is dso used by U experiments. The tau de-

cay point is reconstructed from 3-prong decays assuming the production point

to be the center of the beam crossing region. The average decay length (or

average decay time) is computed using a maximum fike~hood fit to the distri-

bution of decay lengths in the data. The probability for a certain decay length,

given a tau fifetime, is taken to be a decreasing exponential convoluted with a

Gaussian resolution function. The main sources of systematic uncertainty are

the rdignment of tracking detectors and pattern recognition problems.

ALEPH has developed two other techniques which use events in which both

taus ~ecay to one charged particle. The first method uses the difference in the

two impact parameters along with the difference in azimuthal angle of the two

tracks. This method has the advantages over the standard impact parameter

method that it is not dependent on Monte Carlo and there is no need to

estimate the tau direction. The disadvantage is that the smearing on the

event origin from the size of the beam spot enters the statistical error twice.

The method uses the fact that the average difference in impact parameters,

divided by the average difference in azimuthal angles, is proportional to the

tau fifetime. The second method uses the sum of the two impact parameters;

the advantage being that the uncertainty introduced by the beam spot size is

B
1990 1991

ALEPH +14 fs *6 fs

DELPHI *25 *9

L3 438 *15

OPAL *13 *6

Table 3: Errors reported from data taken in 1990 and 1991 on the tau fifetime.

Improvements in 1991 are due to use of sifimn vertex detectors for ALEPH,

DELPHI, and OPAL. L3 has a new cdbration of the tracking system for 1991.

-senti~y removed. The disadvantage of the impact parameter sum method is

that the tau directions enter the crdcdation and these are rdways approximate

due to the neutrinos in tau decay.

The average tau tifetimes using M techniques and the errors reported by

the experiments are summarized in figure 14. The LEP [14] average is

T.(LEP) = 294.5 + 3.8 fs (36)

where we have added a conservative common systematic of 1 fs in quadrature

with the error from the experiments to account for the possible large change

in the measured tau mass [15]. Au methods except the standard impact pa-

rameter method are sensitive to the tau mass.

There has been a suggestion [16] that the tau fifetime from 3-prong decays

is systematicdy high due to pattern recognition problems. For the 1991 data

ALEPH, DELPHI,L3 and OPALreport tau hfetimez from 3-prong decays of 295*11,

303 ● 15, 315*25 fs, and 284*9 respectively. The average is

7,(LEP 3-prong) = 292 ~ 6 fs. (37)

So no such problem seems to exist in the LEP experiments.

The use of sificon vertex detectors for ALEPH, DELPHI, and OPAL and a new

cfllbration of the tracking system for L3 resdt in greatly improved measure

ments. In fact the overd measurements are completely dominated by the new

results. Table 3 shows the errors quoted by the experiments for 1990 and for

the new restits. These reductions are far more than one would expect from the

greater number of events in 1991, which is roughly a factor of two over 1990.
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8.1 Universalityin chargedcurrents

LEP results on the T lifetime

—o— ALEPH 90+91 dam, prelim.

—o— DELPHI 91 dati prelim.
o L3 91 dati prelim.

—o— OPAL 90+91claw,prelim.

–o– LEP average

L I I

280 300 320

T, [fS]

ALEPH 295 + 6
DELPHI 304 * 9
L3 293 *15
OPAL 290 f 6

LEP 294.5 * 3.7 * 1.0[fsl
(~2= 1.7)

Figure 14: Tau lifetime measurements at LEP. Each experiment reports an average
of at least two measurements using the impact parameter and decay length. The
second error on the average is a conservative common systematic added here to
account for a possible large change in the tau mass. X2 is calculated without the
common systematic.

The Standard Model and tau-muon univers~ty require that the ratio g./gP

be unity. This ratio may be written

(9./9,)2 =:. (*)’ .~r.+eti.
r

(38)

Using the average tau hfetime horn LEP of 294.5 A 3.8 fs, the average LEP

leptonic branching ratio of (17.92 ~ 0.20)%, and the PDG tau mass of 1784.1 f

3.2 MeV the ratio is

(9./9,) = o.g87 + o.oo6(T.) + o.oo4(~.) + o.oo6(Brr+ew) (39)

where the contributions to the total error of 0.009 from tau hfetime, tau maas,

and leptonic branching ratio are indicated. If instead, the BES [15] mass of

1776.6 ~ 0.5 MeV is useds, the ratio is

(9./9,) = 0.997+ 0.006(7.)+ o.ool(~.)+ o.oo6(~T.+eti) (40)

for a total error of *0.009.

9 Summary and conclusions

The LEP experiments are providing a wealth of resdts on the tau lepton. Both
the production and decay of the tau are studied at LEP. Wcent resdts include
the Z partial decay width to taus, the vector and axial vector coupfings of the
tau to the Z, the tau hfetime, and the leptonic branching ratio of the tau:

rz+.+.- = 83.88 f 0.67 MeV (41)

gvr = –0.0378 t 0.0044
t

(42)

g~. = –0.501 + 0.0020 ) (43)
\

T. = 294.5 & 3.8 fs (44)

1 BrLEPTomc(LEP) = (17.92 + 0.20)Y0. (45)

Electron-tau universality is confirmed at the 25% level in the weak neutrrd cur-

rent couphngs. Muon-tau universfllty in the weak charged current interaction

‘The tau bfetime mtrscted from the LEP measurements is dependent on the tau m-. A
conwrvative ~mmon systematic of 1 fs hss been added here to take this into account and the
LEP tau Iifet\me h= not been dusted to take the change in mam into account. The effect

on g./gP conung directly from a change in tau mass is five tire= larger than the change in the
ratio due to the shift in Kfetime resulting from the new tau mass.
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is tested at the 1Yo level; no evidence of univers&ty violation is seen in the

LEP data.
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